MVJCE-A PLACE TO BECOME AN ENGINEER
RATHER GRADUATE
Institutions inculcate interest among
students to become Engineers rather
graduates, make strides in the nation.
MVJCE works on the
students’ skill
focusing on practical exposure to them
through progammes such as Industry
Academia Conclave, Foundation Skills for
Integrated
Product
Development
Programme and Quality Circles for
bridging employability gap.

IIPC of MVJCE organized an event
“Industry-Academia
Conclave”
on
21.02.2017 to bridge the gap between
industry and institute and to foster the
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relationship. Experts from different
industries enlighten the students on the
expectations of industries and shared their
experiences. Members of Quality Circles of
classes interacted with them on building
their skills and honing their career choices.

Speakers have made the participants to
realize the gaps and made the students
that how will they be able to incubate
skills and career in the institution itself.
Mini-projects and Major projects help the
students internalize the skills with
appropriate simulations along with real
time exposure wherever possible. IIPC-
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MVJCE provided the platform for the
students and they were hand-held
towards reinforcing the foundation skills.
Mr.Vasanthakumar Narayanan of Robert
Bosch conducted a workshop on the
Foundation Skills for Integrated Product

Development Programme to a group of
faculty members and subsequently
students are trained on product
development. Highlight of the programme
is that the students from different
disciplines formed a team and took a
product development to meet the market.
The products developed are Parking LOT,
24x7 Urban Solutions, E-Blind, E-Strip,
Drunk
and
Drive
Alert

Smart Kitchen –Product Developed by
Students

Systems, Smart Kitchen and MVJCE Instant
Update Screen(Event Management).
MVCJE celebrates Womens’ day every
year.
Women
Empowerment
Cell
celebrated Womens’ Day in the campus on
08.03.2017.
Students
and
faculty
members have shared their views on
building new India through empowerment

of

Women.
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